
INSTRUCTIONS AND CUT-OFF DATES       2020-2021 CLASSIFIED TIME REPORT 

EMPLOYEE – Please do the following each month: 

 

1.  Enter your full name, work location code, regular hours worked per day, regular number of days worked per week, and your regular work position title.        
2.  Fill in Payroll Cut-Off Date (see below).   

3.  Enter month and date in the appropriate columns. 

4.  You must fill in the number of hours worked each day in the following way: 
 

REGULAR HOURS – In this column record your daily assigned hours under your classified work assignment. For example: if your assigned daily hours are 5.5, put 5.5 

(even if you did not actually work those hours, even if you did not work any of your assigned hours because you worked in someone else’s assignment, even if 

you are using any type of leave for any of your normal assigned hours), still put in 5.5.  Your assigned hours can be obtained from the Human Resources office. 

 

DEDUCT REGULAR – In this column record any of the hours you did not work of your normally assigned Regular Hours, except for those hours that you are 

applying to Leave Hours (see below).  1st example: if your assigned daily hours are 5.5, and you only worked 4 hours of your assignment (possibly because you worked 

3 hours in another employee’s assignment) then you would put down 1.5 hours under deduct regular.  You only worked 4 of your 5.5 daily assigned hours so you did not 

work 1.5 of your daily assigned hours.  2nd example:  if your assigned daily hours are 5.5, and you are taking 4 hours of sick leave, then you would not use the Deduct 
Regular column, you would use the Leave Hours column to record the time you did not work of your daily assigned hours. 

 

LEAVE HOURS – In this column record any of your daily assigned Regular Hours that are going to be paid under a leave plan such as Sick Leave, Personal Emergency 
Leave, Family Illness, Jury Duty, or Bereavement.  Make sure that you entered the leave in Aesop & Skyward Online Leave. 

 

EXTRA HOURS – Record any hours worked outside of your classified work assignment.  1st example:  You worked in another employee’s assigned job.  All the hours 
you worked in that other assignment need to be recorded here even if the hours are more or less than your normal assigned Regular Hours.  2nd example:  You worked 

your normal assigned hours and then worked some extra hours assigned to another employee (because they were absent), and you attended a meeting. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF DEDUCT REGULAR, LEAVE HOURS OR EXTRA HOURS- Here is where you explain why you did not work your normal assigned daily 

Regular Hours or why you worked more than your normal assigned daily Regular Hours.  

 
Example Deduct Regular: I did not work 1.5 hours of my assigned daily hours because I worked 3 hours for Betsy Wetsy.  We must have the name of the employee you 

worked for in order to determine if it is a higher paying position.  

 

Month Date Regular Deduct Leave Extra Description of Deduct Regular, Over Account number 

    Hours Regular Hours Hours Leave Hours or Extra Hours Time Extra Hours 

 5 1  5.5 1.5   3.0 
Did not work 1.5 of my hours because 
I subbed three hours for Betsy Wetsy.     

  

Example Leave Hours:  I did not work 4 of my 5.5 hours because I went home sick. 
 

Month Date Regular Deduct Leave Extra Description of Deduct Regular, Over Account number 

    Hours Regular Hours Hours Leave Hours or Extra Hours Time Extra Hours 

 5 1  5.5   4  4 hours Sick Leave ( or 4 hours S)     

 

Example Deduct Regular & Extra Hours:  I did not work my 5.5 assigned daily hours. I subbed for another employee in their 7 hour position (requires name employee) & 

I worked beyond their normal 7 hour schedule (working beyond the hours for a person you are subbing for requires an explanation or we do not pay you for it). 

 

Month Date Regular Deduct Leave Extra Description of Deduct Regular, Over Account number 

    Hours Regular Hours Hours Leave Hours or Extra Hours Time Extra Hours 

 5 1  5.5 5.5   8 

I worked 7 hours for Betsy Wetsy & I 
worked an additional hour on 
inventory paperwork     

 

Example Extra Hours:  I worked my normal assigned daily hours, & I worked for Betsy Wetsy, & I attended a meeting. 
 

Month Date Regular Deduct Leave Extra Description of Deduct Regular, Over Account number 

    Hours Regular Hours Hours Leave Hours or Extra Hours Time Extra Hours 

 5 1  5.5    2.5 
I worked 1.5 hours for Betsy Wetsy & I 
attended a 1 hr green clean meeting     

 

5.  Sign form and give to school secretary or your supervisor on your last work day of the month. 
 

SECRETARY OR SUPERVISIOR – Please do the following each month: 

 

1.  If employee is to be paid at other than usual rate of pay, indicate in the Description area.  

2.  Fill in the appropriate account number for the Extra Hours worked. 
3.  Submit to Payroll by 3 PM on your due date (see payroll schedule). 

 

The time report must be signed and returned to Payroll EVERY MONTH whether or not you have any exceptions to report (extra time, overtime or leave time). 
 

Cut-off Date    Pay Day        Cut-off Date     Pay Day  2222 FALL CITY ELEMENTARY 4397 CHIEF KANIM MIDDLE SCHOOL 

AUG 31           SEPT 30       FEB 28 MAR 31  2288 SNOQUALMIE ELEMENTARY 5135 TWIN FALLS MIDDLE SCHOOL 
SEPT 30           OCT 30        MAR 31 APR 30  2287 NORTH BEND ELEMENTARY 2850 MT SI HIGH SCHOOL 

OCT 31            NOV 30       APR 30 MAY 31  5457 TIMBER RIDGE ELEMENTARY 1502 TWO RIVERS SCHOOL 

NOV 30        DEC 31        MAY 31  JUNE 30  4308 OPSTAD ELEMENTARY  1079 DISTRICT OFFICE 
DEC 31            JAN 29        JUNE 30 JULY 30  5015 CASCADE VIEW ELEMENTARY 1079 MAINTENANCE 

JAN 31        FEB 26        JULY 31 AUG 31   2124 SNOQUALMIE MIDDLE SCHOOL 1079 TRANSPORTATION 


